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di�erential equations [?℄:�x0B� 1 2 1CA = 0B��i� A�B i�1CA0B� 1 2 1CA ; (2)�t 0B� 1 2 1CA = 0B� i(AB � 2�2) i�xA+ 2�Ai�xB � 2�B i(2�2 � AB)1CA0B� 1 21CA ; (3)B = �A� : (4)That is, �t�x ~ = �x�t ~ if and only if A satis�es the ubi NLS equation (1).Using the Floquet theory of the Zakharov-Shabat system one an �nd a largelass of solutions to the NLS equation periodi in x and quasiperiodi in t, theso alled �nite genus solutions. In this paper we study the persistene of thiskind of solutions when the NLS equation is perturbed to a ubi Ginzburg-Landau equation�tA = �rA+ (�+ i)�xxA� 2(�q � i)jAj2A : (5)The partiular saling of the CGL equation (5) was set to emphasize theinuene of weak driving, dissipation and nonlinear damping. In the limitwhen � ! 0, equation (5) redues to the ubi NLS equation (1). Havingexpliite knowledge of a partiular solution of the NLS equation allows usto investigate its persistene under the CGL perturbation. The diÆulty isthat the integrable struture of the phase spae of the NLS equation is nottopologially robust. In general, even under weak dissipative perturbationsmost of this phase spae strutures will be destroy. Usually, the best one anexpet is the persistene of stationary points. However, for the CGL equation(5), it is observed numerially, see [?℄; that a lass of nontrivial dynami objetslosely related to some of the NLS �nite genus solutions are also preserved.It is known that using the Zakharov-Shabat system one an �nd an in�nitenumber of onserved quantities for the NLS equation. In partiular, it is possi-ble to write down expliitly the isospetral manifold, whih is the olletion ofall the �nite genus solutions with the same Zakharov-Shabat spetrum. Thisisospetral manifold is haraterized by 2g+2 real parameters, where g is thegenus of the Riemann surfae asoiated to the family of quasiperiodi solu-tions. We will use the onserved quantities and the seletion riteria developedin three previos papers to impose g+1 onditions on the 2g+2 parameters ofthe persistent solutions. This onditions, omplemented with the g + 1 equa-tions from the boundary onditions, result in a (2g + 2)� (2g + 2) system of2



equations for the 2g + 2 parameters. Finally, we write down expliitly theseequations for the parameters for the genus two ase with even symmetry.The paper is organized as follows. In the seond setion we summarize the pre-viously known material we need on the integrability and �nite genus solutionsof the NLS equation. For this seond setion we follow losely the work of For-est and Lee [?℄. In the third setion we use the method developed in [?℄ and theintegrability of the ubi NLS equation to derive onditions on the parametersof the �nite genus solutions for their persistene under the Ginzburg-Landauperturbation. In the fourth setion we implement this onditions for the aseof genus 2 solutions with even symmetry.2 Finite Genus Solutions of the NLS EuationThe periodi theory for the ubi NLS equation (1) was developed by Ablowitzand Ma [?℄, Previato [?℄, and Forest and Lee [?℄ as an extension of the peri-odi theory for the Korteweg-de Vries equation reated by Lax [?℄, Novikov [?℄,MKean, and VanMoerbeke [?℄. We will follow losely the work of Forest andLee [?℄. Consider the fundamental matrix solution of (2), M(x; x0; �;A) nor-malized to be the identity at x = x0. The transfer matrix M(x0 + 1; x0; �;A)maps solutions of (2) aross one period of the potential A. The fundamen-tal objet of the periodi spetral theory of (2) is the Floquet disriminant�(�;A), de�ned as the trae of the transfer matrix,�(�;A) = TrM(x0 + 1; x0; �;A) : (6)Translating any solution ~ of (2) n times the period it beomes~ (x + n) =Mn(x0 + 1; x0; �;A)~ (x) ; (7)therefore ~ is bounded if the eigenvalues �� ofM(x0+1; x0; �;A) have modulusless or equal to one, where�� = ��p�2 � 42 : (8)Hene, the spetrum � of the Zakharov-Shabat operator (2) over the wholeline, is given by� = f� 2 C : �(�;A) 2 R;�2 < �(�;A) < 2g : (9)3



The roots �j of �(�;A) = �2 orresponding to the periodi and antiperiodieigenvalues.If the funtion A solves the ubi NLS equation (1), then a diret alulationshows�tM = VM �MV ; (10)where V is the matrix in the linear system (3). Therefore�t�(�;A) = 0 : (11)Thus, in partiular, the periodi spetrum of (2) is invariant for solutionsA(x; t) the ubi NLS equation. The isospetral lasses NA of all potentials of(2) with the same periodi spetrum as A, arise as the level sets of �.NA = fB 2 F : �(�;A) = �(�;B) for every � 2 Cg : (12)The following are properties of spetrum of the Zakharov-Shabat operator (2)on L2lo(R;C2) for the fousing (� = 1) ubi NLS.{ If �(�;A) = �2 then �(��;A) = �2, i.e. the periodi and antiperiodieigenvalues are either real or our in omplex onjugate pairs.{ �2 � �(�;A) � 2 for all � 2 R. The entire real axis is ontinuous spetrum.{ The simple periodi spetrum,�s = f�j : �(�j) = �2; �0(�j) 6= 0g ; (13)ours only in omplex onjugate pairs o� the real axis.{ Given ~ (1) = ( (1)1 ;  (1)2 )T and ~ (2) = ( (2)1 ;  (2)2 )T two independent solutionsof (2){(3), de�ne the quadrati eigenfuntionsf(x; t;�) = 12( (2)1  (1)2 +  (2)2  (1)1 ) ; (14)g(x; t;�) =  (1)1  (2)1 ; h(x; t;�) =  (1)2  (2)2 : (15)Then R2(�) = f 2� gh is independent of x and t. Moreover, these quadratieigenfuntions provide the fundamental onservation law for the fousingubi NLS�tf � �x(4�f + i(Ah + A�g)) = 0 : (16){ Normalize (16) by R(�), then f , g, and h an be expanded in powers of ��14



f =1� 2 1X1 fj(x; t)��j�1 ; (17)g= 1X1 gj(x; t)��j ; (18)h= 1X1 hj(x; t)��j : (19)Then (16) is an in�nite series in ��1, with onservation laws as oeÆients:1X1 ��j�1 (�tfj � �x(4fj+1 + i(Ahj + A�gj))) ; (20)for example the �rst two densities aref1 = jAj2 ; f2 = 12(A�xA� � A��xA) : (21){ The quadrati eigenfuntions g and h satisfy the linearized NLS equation�tg= i�xxg + i(4jAj2g � 2A2h) ; (22)�th=�i�xxh� i(4jAj2h� 2A�2g) : (23){ An N -phase solution A(x; t) is a solution of the form A(x; t) = A(�1; :::; �N )of period one in eah phase �j = kjx�!jt. If A is a N -phase solution, then�s(A) has exatly 2N elements.{ Deompose � = �s [ �d, where �d 2 �d are alled double points, de�ned by�(�d) = �2, �0(�d) = 0, (Tehnially, more derivatives an be zero at �d).Then, there are at most �nitely many double points o� the real axis.{ For generi A, �d = ;. I.e., in any open neighborhood of an N -phase solutionA, all the eigenvalues are simple.2.1 Quasiperiodi SolutionsWhereas the trae of the transfer matrix yields onstants of the motion, in thease of quasiperiodi solutions the zeroes of the M12 entry provides the \anglevariables",M12(x0 + 1; x0; �j;A) = 0 : (24)The ubi NLS inversion formula for N -phase solutions is:i�x lnA= 2NXj=1�j � 2 N�1Xj=1 �j ; (25)5



�t lnA=2i0B� 2NXj>kj;k=1 �j�k � 34  2NXk=1�k!21CA�4i0B��12  2NXk=1�k!0�N�1Xj=1 �j1A+ N�1Xj>kj;k=1 �j�k1CA ; (26)where the �'s evolve in x and t governed by the ODE's�x�k=�2i RN (�k)Qj 6=k(�k � �j) ; (27)�t�k= �x�k 0B� 2NXj=1�j � 2 N�1Xj 6=kj;k=1 �j1CA ; (28)and RN(�) is the hyperellipti irrationality determined byR2N (�) = 2NYk=1(�� �k) : (29)As shown by the � representation, the entire x, t dependene (exept fora plane wave fator) of an N -phase solution is aptured by the � ODE's(27){(28). It is a remarkable fat that these ODE's linearize via the lassialAbel-Jaobi map assoiated to the Riemann surfae R of genus g = N � 1.R = ((�;R(�)) ����R2(�) = 2NYj=1(�� �j)) : (30)In fat, the expliit angle variables �j in the N -phase desriptionA(x; t) = AN(�1; :::; �N) ; �j = �jx� !jt ; (31)are the images of �j under the Abel-Jaobi map. To be more expliit we requiresome ingredients from the Riemann surfae R.We hoose a anonial basis of losed yles on R faj; bjg; j = 1; :::; g (seeFigure 1). All losed paths on R are linear ombinations of aj, bj. Next wehoose a normalized basis of holomorphi di�erentials:�j = gXk=1Cjk �g�kR(�) d� ; j = 1; :::; g ; (32)6
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2Fig. 1. An example (genus 2) of branh uts satisfying the fousing ubi NLSrestritions and the orresponding a and b yles.where the normalization onstants Cjk are uniquely spei�ed by the onditionsIai �j = Æij : (33)The period matrix B of R is then de�ned byBij = Ibi �j ; i; j = 1; :::; g ; (34)the matrix B so de�ned is symmetri and its imaginary part is negative de�-nite. The ubi NLS onstraints on f�jg2N (distint and ourring in omplexonjugate pairs), yield the following onstraints on the C and B matriesRe(Cij)= 0 ; (35)Re(Bjj)= 0 ; (36)Re(Bij)=�12 ; i 6= j : (37)With these ingredients the Abel-Jaobi map (�1; :::; �g) 7! (l1; :::; lg) is de�nedby lj(~�) = gXk=1 �kZ�0k �j j = 1; :::; g ; (38)where (�01; :::; �0g) represents a �xed g-tuple of points on R. Geometrially, thismap is depited by� : ~� 2 (R�; :::;�R)! ~l 2 Cg=� ; (39)7



� = (e1; :::; eg; B1; :::; Bg) : (40)where ej are g-vetors with one in the jth oordinate and zero elsewhere.It follows by a straightforward omputation that the �-ODE's (27){(28) aretransformed under the Abel-Jaobi transformation into�xlj(~�)=�2iCj1 ; (41)�tlj(~�)=�2i � 2NXk=1�k�Cj1 + 2Cj2! : (42)Thus, the lj(~�) are indeed phases (linear sums in x and t).lj(x; t) = �2i Cj1x+ �� 2NXk=1�k�Cj1 + 2Cj2�t!+ lj(0; 0) : (43)The onstraints (35){(37) for the fousing ubi NLS translate into the fol-lowing onstraints in the phases ljIm�lj(x; t)� lj(0; 0)� = 0 : (44)Next we want to give the preise form of the phases �j = �jx+!jt with expliitformulas for the wave numbers �j and frequenies !j, and allowable values ofthe integration onstants lj(0; 0). These fats require a deliate analysis of theAbel-Jaobi map. For our purposes we simple state that to write an expliitformula for the ubi NLS solution A(x; t), (26){(26) says one needs expliitformulae for PN�11 �j and Pj>k �j�k. This is the lassial problem of theinversion of the Abel-Jaobi map, its solution is given by ratios of Riemanntheta funtions asoiated to the Riemann Surfae (see [?℄). The quasiperiodisolutions of the ubi NLS equation an be given expliitelly in terms of theseRiemann theta funtions. We will skip these details and give only the relevantphase information:lj(x; t)= �j(x; t) + lj(0; 0) ; (45)�j(x; t)=�jx + !jt ; (46)�j =�2�iCj1 ; (47)!j =�4�i � 2NXk=1�k�Cj1 + 2Cj2! : (48)Finally, lj(0; 0) must satisfy tehnial onstraints (see [?℄), whih we omit, butwhih are fundamental to produe the expliit quasiperiodi theta funtion8



solution of ubi NLS. The onditions for periodiity in spae are given by(see (47))12��j = nj ; nj 2 Z : (49)Beause of this last onstraint, these solutions, up to arbitrary phase shifts,are parametrized by N disrete parameters nj and the remaining N real pa-rameters. In the next setion we will study the onditions for the persisteneof this lass of solutions.3 Persistene Criteria for Finite Genus SolutionsIn this setion we study the persistene of the isospetral manifoldNA = fB 2 F : �(�;A) = �(�;B) for all � 2 Cg ; (50)of quasiperiodi solutions for 0 < � << 1 in the omplex Ginzburg-Landauperturbation�tA = �rA+ (�+ i)�xxA� 2(�q + i)jAj2A : (51)Notie that the isospetral manifold is a nonresonantN -torus of NLS solutionsA(x; t) = F (~k x + ~! t+ ~z ) ; (52)as de�ned in [?℄ for a Floquet spetrum with 2N periodi eigenvalues. Weenphasize that our de�nition of nonresonant, i.e.f~l t0 + ~k t1 + ~! t2 : (t0; t1; t2) 2 R3g dense in T n. (53)is weaker than assuming the omponents of ~! rationally independent. This isdue to the subtorus swept out by the terms ~l t0 + ~k t1.We now rewrite from [?℄ our de�nition 3.1 of persistene of nonresonant N -torus of solutions of the NLS equation.De�nition 3.0.1 A nonresonant torus of NLS solutions of the form (52) issaid to persist under the CGL perturbation if and only if there exists an �9



dependent family of smooth tori of solutions of the CGL equation (51) of theformA�(x; t) = F�(~k x+ ~!� t + ~z ) ; (54)where the frequeny vetors ~!� onverge to ~! in Rn and the funtions F� on-verge to F in C1(T n) as � tends to zero.Notie that equations (1) and (5) an be written as�tA=�i ÆHÆA� ; (55)�tA=�i ÆHÆA� � � ÆGÆA� ; (56)where the funtionals H and G are given byH= 1Z0 �j�xAj2 � jAj4� dx ; (57)G = 1Z0 �j�xAj2 + qjAj4 � rjAj2� dx : (58)We now rewrite proposition 3.1 of [?℄ on the persistene of nonresonant N -torus of solutions of the NLS equation.Proposition 3.0.1 A neessary ondition for the persistene of a nonreso-nant NLS torus in the sense of De�nition 3.0.1 is the following. For eahonserved funtional F , the funtion F that haraterizes the GNLS torusthrough (52) satis�es the `Melnikov' seletion riterion0 =MF(F ) � ZT n  ÆFÆA� ÆGÆA + ÆFÆA ÆGÆA�!(F (~z )) dnz ; (59)or equivalently, any solution A on a persisting GNLS torus must satisfy0 =MF(A) = limT!1 12T TZ�T SSF(A(t)) dt ; (60)10



whereSSF(A) � 1Z0  ÆFÆA� ÆGÆA + ÆFÆA ÆGÆA�!(A) dx : (61)We use the above ondition and one olletion of onserved quantities of theubi Shr�odinger equation to write down expliitly neessary onditions forthe persistene of this isospetral manifold. There are several equivalent fami-lies of onserved quantities. We will see that for this alulation it is onvenientto use the simple ritial points of the spetrum (de�ned below).Beause G is a linear ombination of the mass the energy and the L4 norm ofA G = H� rM+ (q + 1) 1Z0 jAj4 dx ; (62)both terms in the persistene ondition (??) are equal. Therefore (??) an bewritten if the following wayJF = 2 limT!1 1T TZ0 1Z0 ÆFÆA� ÆGÆA(A0) dx dt = 0 : (63)We will use the following family of onserved quantities alled the simpleritial points of the spetrum. These simple ritial points of � are de�nedby (� ����� d�d� (A; �) = 0 and �(A; �) 6= �2) : (64)For a quasiperiodi potential AN with N quasiperiods, there are exatly Nof these simple double points. Like the periodi spetrum, the simple doublepoints are either real or appear in omplex onjugate pairs. In the followinglemma we ompute the derivative of � with respet to A�LEMMA 1. The derivative of � with respet to A� is given by:Æ�ÆA� = � iF (�)g(x; t;�) ; F (�) = 1Z0  1�2 +  2�1 dx ; (65)11



where g(x; t;�) is the quadrati eigenfuntion (15) and F (�) is the integral ofthe quadrati eigenfuntion (14), therefore F (�) is independent of t.PROOF. Let M = (~ ; ~� ) be a solution of the Zakharov-Shabat system�xM = UM ; M(0; �) = I ; (66)whereU = 0B� �i� ÆA�ÆA� i�1CA : (67)Taking the variation of (66), the following equation is obtainedÆ�xM = ÆUM + UÆM : (68)Multiplying both sides of this equation by M�1 and integrating yields1Z0 M�1Æ�xM dx = 1Z0 M�1(ÆUM + UÆM) dx : (69)If the variation and the derivative in x an be interhanged then integratingby parts the left side1Z0 M�1�xÆM dx = � 1Z0 �xM�1ÆM dx = 1Z0 M�1UÆM dx : (70)where the last integral is obtained using the fat that if �xM = UM then�xM�1 = �M�1U . The last integral is equal to the seond term in (69).Therefore1Z0 M�1ÆUM dx = 0 : (71)Taking the variation with respet to A� and A of this last equation we obtaini Æ�ÆA� 1Z0  1�2 +  2�1 dx = �1 1 ; (72)12



from whih the lemma follows.Using these simple ritial points � as onserved quantities. The persisteneondition (63) an be written aslimT!1 1T TZ0 1Z0 g(x; t;�) ���xxA� + 2qjAj2A� � rA�� dx dt = 0 ; (73)for all the simple ritial points �.For an (N�1)-genus potential AN , the orresponding quadrati eigenfuntionsf , g, and h are polynomial in �. In partiular, beause of (24) the � variablesare the zeros of gg(x; t;�) = �iA N�1Yj=1 (�� �j) : (74)Beause g(x; t;�) is a polynomial of degree N�1, instead of requiring ondition(73) for eah of the N simple ritial points �, it is equivalent to impose thesame ondition for all �,limT!1 1T TZ0 1Z0 N�1Yj=1 (�� �j)A ���xxA� + 2qjAj2A� � rA�� dx dt = 0 : (75)In order to express the integrand in terms of only the �'s and not their on-jugates (this requirement will be important below, where we integrate in the� representation). It is neessary to integrate by parts the �rst term, so theonditions beomelimT!1 1T TZ0 1Z0 " N�1Yj=1 (�� �j) ��A��xxA+ 2qjAj4 � rjAj2���x 0�N�1Yj=1 (�� �j)1A (A��xA� A�xA�) # dx dt = 0 : (76)When all the periodi double points are real, the isospetral manifold NA isa N -torus (see [?℄). In this ase, if the frequenies !j (48) are not rationallyrelated (whih is the generi ase), the solution AN �lls ergodially the torus13



NA. Hene for any funtion F [A(x; t)℄, the averagelimT!1 1T TZ0 1Z0 F [A(x; t)℄ dx dt ; (77)is equal to the average of F over the torus Prop 3.0.11Z0 ::: 1Z0 F [A(�1; :::�N�1)℄ d�1:::d�N�1 : (78)The integral in (78) involves onlyN�1 phases �j, beause the plane wave fatorintrodued when integrating the trae formulas, an be fatorized. Moreover,beause the integral in (77) is the average in spae and time, the integral(77) is equal to the averages over the torus exept when the frequenies andwave numbers are ommensurable simultaneously, i.e. when there is a vetor~� = (�1; :::; �N�1) with integer oordinates suh that(~�;~k) = (~�; ~!) = 0 : (79)The seond term in (76) an be written like a perfet derivative in x using thefat the A��xA � A�xA� is polynomial in the � variables. If the solution AN�lls ergodially the torus NA then the average in time is independent of theinitial ondition and therefore the seond term in (76) is zero. Hene ondition(76) in the ~� representation beomes1Z0 ::: 1Z0 � N�1Yj=1 (�� �j) ��A��xxA+ 2qjAj4 � rjAj2� � d�1:::d�N�1 = 0 : (80)The integrand in (80) an be more easily written in terms of the � variablesthan in terms of the phases �j. Therefore it is better to hange variables inthe integral (80) from the ~� representation to the ~� representation.I�1 ::: I�N�1 �N�1Yj=1 (�� �j) ��A��xxA+ 2qjAj4 � rjAj2� ��~��~� d�1:::d�N�1 = 0 ;(81)where the integrals are taken over the �-yles. The transformation ~�! ~� isgiven by the Abel-Jaobi map (38). The Jaobean of this transformation anbe omputed diretly from its de�nition,�~��~� = det �N�1�kjR(�j) ! = Qj>k(�j � �k)QN�1j=1 R(�j) : (82)14



For the AN potential the generating funtion for the densities is polynomialin � f = NXj=0 fj�j : (83)In this expansion, f0 and f1 are onstants. Using f2 the densities for the massan be express in terms of the � variables.jAj2= 2 N�1X1 �j � �1!N�1X1 �j � 2Xj>k �j�k + �2 � 14�1 ; (84)where�1 = 2NXj=1�j �2 =Xj>k �j�k : (85)Using the trae formula (26)�xxAA = 4�1 N�1X1 �j � 4 N�1X1 �j!2 + �21 : (86)Substituting all these expressions into (81), it beomesI�1 ::: I�N�1 Qj>k(�j � �k)QN�1j=1 R(�j) N�1Yj=1 (�� �j)�1 �22 � 2�21 + 2q�1 � r! d�1:::d�N�1 = 0 :(87)where�1 = �2 N�1X1 �j � 2Xj>k�j�k + �2 � 14�1 ; �2 = 2 N�1X1 �j � �1 : (88)The integration in the new � variables needs to be done over the �-yles.When the orresponding Zakharov-Shabat operator is self adjoint, like for thedefousing ubi Shr�odinger equation, the �-yles are fairly simple. In ourase, beause the Zakharov-Shabat operator (2) is not self adjoint, the �-ylesare very ompliated. However, Erolani and Forest [?℄ have shown that theAbel-Jaobi map (38) restrited to the ubi NLS ow, imposes topologialonstraints on the losed �-yles:�j � aj ; (89)15



where � denotes \is homologous to", or equivalent as a path of integrationover the Riemann surfae R (30). Therefore beause the integrand in (87) isanalyti, it is possible to hange the path of integration in (87) to the a-yles.Ia1 ::: IaN�1 Qj>k(�j � �k)QN�1j=1 R(�j) N�1Yj=1 (�� �j)�1 �22 � 2�21 + 2q�1 � r! d�1:::d�N�1 = 0 :(90)Notie that ondition (92) is a polynomial in � of degree N�1. Thereforeit impose N onditions over the periodi spetrum f�jg2Nj=1. These onditionstogether with the N onditions for periodiity (49) uniquely determine theperiodi spetrum f�jg2Nj=1. Summarizing, we have the following proposition.PROPOSITION 6.1. A neessary ondition for the persistene of a N -phasesolution of the NLS equation (1) with periodi spetrum f�jg2Nj=1 under theperturbation (51) is that the periodi eigenvalues satisfy the following 2N by2N system of equations12��j = nj ; nj 2 Z ; (91)and Ia1 ::: IaN�1 Qj>k(�j � �k)QN�1j=1 R(�j) N�1Yj=1 (�� �j)�1 �22 � 2�21 + 2q�1 � r! d�1:::d�N�1 = 0 ;(92)where �1 and �2 are given by (88) and the wave numbers � are given by (47).REMARK. For the genus one ase (N = 2), writing onditions (92) in the� representation, they redue to onditions (??){(??) of [?℄. In [?℄ we provedthat this onditions are suÆient, provided the Jaobian of the onditions isnonsingular.4 Genus 2 CaseIn this setion we analyze the persistene of even genus two solutions of theubi Shr�odinger equation (??) under the omplex Ginzburg-Landau pertur-bation (51). We will show numerial simulations that strongly indiate theexistene of a family of solutions to the CGL equation that smoothly deformto a even genus two solution of the CNLS equation as � goes to zero.16



Expanding in powers of � onditions (92) in the genus two ase (N=3), onegets the following three neessary onditions for persisteneIa1 Ia2 �2 � �1R(�1)R(�2)�1 ��22 � 2�21 + 2q�1 � r� d�1 d�2 = 0 ; (93)Ia1 Ia2 �21 � �22R(�1)R(�2)�1 ��22 � 2�21 + 2q�1 � r� d�1 d�2 = 0 ; (94)Ia1 Ia2 �1 � �2R(�1)R(�2)�1�2�1 ��22 � 2�21 + 2q�1 � r� d�1 d�2 = 0 ; (95)where�1 = �2(�1 + �2)� 2�1�2 + �2 � 14�1 ; �2 = 2(�1 + �2)� �1 : (96)If the potential A is a spatially even funtion, then the periodi spetrumf�jg2Nj=1 satisfy one more symmetry ondition. If �j is a periodi (or antiperi-odi) eigenvalue, then ��j is also a periodi (or antiperiodi) eigenvalue. In�gure (2) a typial on�guration of the periodi eigenvalues for these evenpotentials (represented by the ends of the branh uts) and a hoie of thea and b yles. Using this a yles it an be proven that the external wavenumber �3 is zero, and the remaining two are given by�1 = �2 = �2�i0�Ia1 � d�R(�)1A�1 : (97)The orresponding frequenies are!1 = �!2 = �4�i0�Ia1 d�R(�)1A�1 : (98)The phase veloities are equal in magnitude but of opposite sign, therefore,these solutions represent standing waves.Using the symmetry imposed on the spetrum by evenness of the potential, itfollows that �1 = P2N1 �j = 0. In this ase the momentum J = i=2(A��xA�A�xA�) is identially zero. Writingg = N�1X1 gj�j ; (99)17
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2Fig. 2. An example (genus 2) of branh uts satisfying the fousing ubi NLSrestritions and the even symmetry. It shows also one hoie of a and b yles.thengN�2 = i ÆJÆA� + i2�1 ÆMÆA� : (100)Therefore for an even potential of genus two, ondition (94) is identiallysatis�ed. For this kind of potentials the onditions for persistene (93){(95)transform into the following onditionsIa1 Ia2 �2 � �1R(�1)R(�2)�1 �4(�1 + �2)2 + 2q�1 � r�d�1 d�2 = 0 ; (101)Ia1 Ia2 �2 � �1R(�1)R(�2)�1�2�1 �4(�1 + �2)2 + 2q�1 � r� d�1 d�2 = 0 ; (102)where�1 = 2(�1 + �2)2 � 2�1�2 + �2 : (103)Therefore we have the following proposition.PROPOSITION 6.2. A neessary ondition for the persistene of an evengenus two solution of the NLS equation (1) with periodi eigenvalues f�jg6j=1,is that the periodi eigenvalues satisfy the orresponding symmetries and thefollowing 3 by 3 system of equationsi Ia1 d�R(�) = 1n ; (104)18



Ia1 Ia2 �2 � �1R(�1)R(�2)�1 �4(�1 + �2)2 + 2q�1 � r� d�1 d�2 = 0 ; (105)Ia1 Ia2 �2 � �1R(�1)R(�2)�1�2�1 �4(�1 + �2)2 + 2q�1 � r� d�1 d�2 = 0 ; (106)where n is a positive integer and �1 is given by (103).
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